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ABSTRACT
The Important-Performance Matrix Analysis (IPMA) is widely used in analytical technique that yields prescription for the management of customer satisfaction. IPA is a two-dimensional grid based on importance and performance of customer satisfaction. Yet, this paper intend to use the volunteers as a research subject to identify to what extent the strength of the relationship between exogenous and endogenous variable that can be derived. As pedagogical theoretical and past empirical studies, attribute level of performance and importance is relevance and significant. These finding reveals the capabilities of IPA towards a volunteerism program. Using Partial Least Square Structural Equation Modeling with SmartPLS 2.0, the asymmetric relationship importance and performance is provided. Futhermore, it shown that benefits factor is a major importance and performance for establishing Motivation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Importance-performance matrix analysis (IPMA) is useful in extending the findings of the basic PLS-SEM using the latent variables score [1-4]. In the nature of management field, importance-performance matrix analysis is introduced by Martilla and James [5] yield insight into which product or services attributes a firm should be focus on to achieve customer satisfaction. For a specific endogenous construct representing a key target construct in the analysis, IPMA contrast
the structural model total effect (importance) and the average values of the latent variable scores (performance) to highlight significant areas for the improvement of management activities [6]. This analysis has become crucial to identify the critical factors that determine satisfaction and loyalty. However, this paper work make a something different to allow the nature of social science also can be tested to improve the quality and contribution of PLS-SEM.

A basic PLS-SEM analysis identifies the relative importance of constructs in the structural model by extracting the estimation of the direct, indirect, and total relationship. The IPMA extends these PLS-SEM results with another dimension, which includes the actual importance and performance of each constructs. Executing PLS-SEM first requires identifying a target construct. To complete an IPMA of a particular construct, the total effects and the performance values are needed. The importance of latent constructs for an endogenous target constructs- as analyzed by means of an importance-performance matrix analysis which emerges from these variables total effect [4]. In PLS-SEM, the total effect are derived from a PLS path model estimation.

Thus, the author outlined several objective research that will be implement in this paper to carry out the IPMA using PLS-SEM with SmartPLS 2.0. The first objective of this research paper is to determine the impact of these exogenous variable namely Government, Benefits, Barrier and Challenges on Motivation. In this case, the findings will tell us the significant different of these relationship between exogenous and endogenous variables aside to validate the measurement model is managed to meet the requirement as the assumption provided. Secondly, the author intend to identify to what extend of the importance and performance for each variables provided in a path model. In particular, the findings will reveals the most importance and performance of these variables and the researchers will more better understanding to draw their conclusion and recommendation according their outcomes respectively. All of these objective research should be conducted in a subtopic of findings and of course we can walk through the conclusion, decision, and limitation in this procedure for the last subtopic.

2. METHODOLOGY

The total effect of a relationship between two constructs is the sum of all the direct and indirect effects in a structural model. Total effect= direct effect + indirect effect [6]. Next, the performance values of the latent variables in the PLS path model. To make the results comparable across different scales, we use performance scale of 0 to 100, whereby 0 represents the lowest and 100 is the highest performance.

Application of IPMA needs to meet the following requirement: First, all the indicators must have the same direction. We can identify the direction based on the sign provided after we execute the Pls Algorithm in SmartPLS 2.0. Usually, the positive direction is preferred according to our questionnaire developed. Afterwards, inspecting the value provided whereby reflect the observed latent construct that has been capture. A low value represent a bad outcome and a high value represent a good outcome. Second, the outer weight (formative constructs) or outer loadings
(refelctive constructs) that are used must have positive expected and estimated values. If not, the extracted performance value will not be on a scale of 0 to 100.

2.1. Sample of the Study

In this study, the data used is the primary source whereby has been distributed for five different places at different time. The questionnaire provided is developed based on the literature review and guided of the expertise on their field. A total of fifty-three items is comprises for five variables namely Government, Benefits, Barrier, Challenge, and Motivation.

In this instance, the author intend to identify the performance of these variables that prone to give significant impact on the volunteerism discipline. Consequently, factor Motivation is chosen to measure the performance of the particular respondents towards volunteerism program as a research subject. Last but not least, all of these items were measured based on the Likert scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree) in which is the prior to capture the consent of regression assumption.

3. FINDINGS

Our findings should be related on objective research so that we can identify whether our research is sucessful or fail when meet the requirement. In order to accomplish the objective research, the author start to specify the structural model as the basis instrument to pass through the next procedure as suggested. Indeed, our priority is to analyze the Importance-Performance Matrix Analysis (IPMA) but the building of structural model is very closely related on that behaviour method. Now, the author demonstrate the guidelines to perform IPMA with SmartPLS and the interpretation and explanation is also provided to better understanding the purpose and aim our objective research.

Figure-1. Invalid Model
3.1. Structural Model After Through Confirmatory Factor Analysis

A key characteristic of the PLS-SEM method is the extraction of latent variables score thereby in default report of SmartPLS 2.0. In order to keep the substantive theory and apply the advance topics in PLS-SEM, the researchers should ensure the requirement for reflective measurement models is achieved once implement the process of structural model analysis. In this case, the author already ensured execute the application using PLS algorithm to indicate the factor loadings and latent variable correlation provided by PLS-SEM. Paper on the past issue written by the same author for “A Comparison of Partial Least Square Structural Equation Modeling and Covariance Based Structural equation Modeling for Confirmatory Factor Analysis” [7] has been published to provide the better understanding for the first generation analysis to beginner and intermediate level of researchers.

Afterwards, specify the structural model as exactly the proposed model based on our literature review. In this instances, the author apply 5 variables involving three variables considered as mediator variables. These mediator variables were useful when the researchers faces double roles of these variables in a multivariate analysis. Figure 1 shows the invalid structural model after having Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) as the primary in structural equation modeling. On the subsequent analysis, execute the pls algorithm in smartpls to acquire the results created by the help of bootstrapping techniques. Bootstrapping technique is compulsory for whole analysis involving of partial least square structural equation modeling as an aid for nonnormal data or nonparametric analysis. Of this application does not relying on the assumption and has been generalized for assymptotic distribution free to ascertain the analyst make a good interpretation rather than spent for getting the best fit of structural model.

Yet, the researchers should follow a step by step approach on the subsequent analysis of path coefficient to indicate the prediction, direction relationship, main factor, significant relationship and statistics error. Now, we can create the interpretation and explanation based on the given outcome. Researchers should know how to draw the better and good conclusion so that the readers outside understanding our purpose, main objective and contribution of our particular research to share our existing knowledge and information to readers, distributors, scholars, collegues, professors, authors, analyst and expertise of the particular field.

Now, make sure the rules of thumb structural model evaluation is equivalent with our analysis approach. There are several steps have provided to keep the researchers managed to elaborate the statement and explanation more compact and simplicity.

1. Use bootstrapping to assess the significance of path coefficients. The minimum number of bootstrap sample should be 5,000 considered as double sampling. The number of cases should be equal to the number of data set provided. In studenditized t-test, 1.65 (significant level=10%), 1.96 (significant level= 5%), and 2.57 (significant level= 1%). In this case, the author prefered 5% or below to indicate the family pairwise error rate (research hypothesis).
2. PLS-SEM aims at maximising the endogenous costruct ($R^2$ values or square multiple correlation) in the path model. Generally, $R^2$ values for the endogenous construct can be described as respectively strongly, moderate and weak. $R^2$ is useful to examine our total variation in structural model, in particular, the highest $R^2$ values, the highest total variation include in a path model.

3. The effect size $f^2$ allow assessing an exogenous constructs contribution to an endogenous latent variables. Besides, the predictive relevance is used to obtain cross-validated redundancy measures for each endogenous constructs. Both procedure is mainly to assess the structural model. However, our main objective is to construct an importance-performance matrix analysis (IPMA) which is the extending of the findings of the basic analysis in PLS-SEM outcomes using latent variables scores provided. In this state, it does not mean that we cannot be allow to proceed using on these assessment but we should know what is our main priority, when the appropriate scenario and how to carry on the basic analysis using statistical tools everytime we have to encounter the problems. The best findings is depends on our priority in research objective and how the researchers postulates these applications.

As we can see in Figure 2, the values is shown at every single of latent construct, arrow point, and rectangular shapes. All of these shapes is represent for each variables and the values presented is our findings. Thus, our job is to interpret and find the best way to explain for whole findings and make sure our objective is targeted. Lets see the values enclosed in rectangular shapes for each latent construct and by inspecting through the value, all the values are above 0.60 whereby the CFA is achieved the unidimensionality procedure.

Of the values inside the latent construct (enclosed the round shape) is represented for total variation of the endogenous construct provided ($R^2$ value or square multiple correlation). Usually, the researchers also intend to examine the statistical power analysis by inspecting through the square multiple correlation. According to Cohen [8], values inside endogenous variables is consider high when upper than 0.80. In addition, we can make the comparison between strength of endogenous construct in a path model. In this case, one of latent construct namely motivation have 0.605 which is classify as moderate group while other endogenous namely Benefits, Barrier, and Challenge is consider as weak group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table-1. Path Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier -&gt; Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits -&gt; Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge -&gt; Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goverment -&gt; Barrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goverment -&gt; Benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goverment -&gt; Challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goverment -&gt; Motivation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 presents the path coefficients for the structural model using SmartPLS 2.0. A total of seven path coefficients between exogenous and endogenous constructs are shown regarding how we specify the structural model earlier. By addressing on the original sample directly after running the bootstrapping technique, the result appears different values to indicate the role significant in a structural model. The first part is to scroll down the values in the second column and focus on a highest value which is 0.7101 thereby for benefits on motivation. For indirect effect (mediator variable) groups involving barrier, benefits, and challenge exerting on motivation shows that benefits is the most significant factor to give a high impact on motivation. Instead of relying on indirect effect, the direct path involving four path coefficients (Government > Barrier, Government > Benefits, Government > Challenge, Government > Motivation), once again benefits enjoyed popularly a most significant factor to accept a high impact from government. One can conclude that, benefits variable is possible to gain or deter the impact of volunteerism program as a research subject parallel to the theoretical framework.

Next, the author starts to test the significant value for each path coefficient regarding research hypothesis. At the first moment which is barrier on motivation present a non-significant value since the t-statistics provided below than 1.96 (significant level = 0.05). Shortly, the null hypothesis is accepted to indicate barrier does not have a significant impact on motivation. Secondly, the most impact factor which is benefits on motivation present a high significant when upper than 1.96. In generals, the null hypothesis is rejected and accept hypothesis 1 to indicate benefits have a significant impact on motivation. The interpretation is repeated to the next row until the end of column to examine the significant values. Based on our analysis, there are 5 significant values obtained involving one of the mediator variable (indirect effect) and four of
direct effect. Figure 3 presents a structural model after executing the bootstrapping technique to draw significant values. In addition, Table 2 illustrates the finding of total effect from the default report. Total effect is the sum of direct effect and indirect effect that will appear as importance in this research. The prior objective of this research was to determine the importance and performance of these variables in a path model. Importance-performance matrix analysis (IPMA) is useful in extending the findings of the basic PLS-SEM using the latent variables score [1-4]. The extension builds on the PLS-SEM estimate the path model relationship and adds an additional dimension to the analysis that considers the latent variables’s average values.

**Figure-3. Bootstrapping Technique**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table-2. Total Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goverment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To illustrate the case study, we continue using PLS path model for the same data to achieve our goal to determine the importance and performance of these variables. The goal to conduct IPMA of the key target construct motivation. Before running the analysis, the data need to be rescaled. The rescaling of the latent variables and the index values computation carried out automatically by the SmartPls software when rescaled indicator data are used. Once we have determined the value of importance of these variables, we should select total effect as the result for importance variables. The researchers should click on default report and choose total effect. So, we just have finished for importance of these variables. Based on our findings, Benefits is the most important variable followed by Goverment variable.
Table 3. Latent Variable Index Value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>LV Index Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrier</td>
<td>3.7943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>4.3029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge</td>
<td>3.4432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goverment</td>
<td>3.8727</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents the result for latent variable index values in which extracted from the default report. Index values represent the performance of variables after executing the PLS Algorithm. SmartPLS is a friendly application that helps researchers nowadays to apply various complicated things to be the simplest way. If the readers do not have this application, they can install these tools at the pls institute after signing up on their website. However, in order to explain how to calculate the outcome of performance, the researchers could find out the mean for each construct that can be performed in various statistical packages such as SPSS and other related tools.

In SPSS software, the readers click on transform and choose the compute variable. Then, look at the function in the right-hand side, scroll down and press on statistical. The function and special variable will appear several procedures, so, double click on mean. Furthermore, select items at our left-hand side to import in Numeric Expression. Everytime we import the item in that case, put the semicolon and lastly close the bracket. Once finished to set up the mean, click “Ok” to obtain the result. Before that, rename a new model so that we can find out the compute mean present on a renew name. Afterwards, copy all column of renew name and paste on Microsoft Excel to obtain the sum of the performance of these variables.

In order to avoid an ambiguity explanation of these results, the author compiles the result of importance and performance at the Table 4 so that we can illuminate the significant of importance-performance matrix analysis in this research paper. The findings reveal that the most important variable is benefit followed by Government, Barrier and Challenge while the most performance for this case is also Benefits. One can be conclude that Benefits is the most important and performance variable for the volunteering as the research subject. This data allow for creating an IPMA representation, as shown in Figure 4 by using spreadsheet applications, such as Microsoft Excel or CALC in OpenOffice.

Table 4. IPMA Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrier</td>
<td>3.7943</td>
<td>0.0391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>4.3029</td>
<td>0.7101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge</td>
<td>3.4432</td>
<td>0.0478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goverment</td>
<td>3.8727</td>
<td>0.4151</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in Figure 4, the IPMA of Motivation reveals that Benefits is of primary importance and performance for establishing Motivation. Challenges, on the other hands, has little relevance because it is low importance even thought it has relatively high performance compare to Barrier. Consequently, volunteer activities to improve Motivation should be focus on the Benefits construct. However, one of the variable namely Goverment seems also has high importance and performance analysis. So, we might can use the Benefits and Goverment construct for the future research in order to enhance the participation of volunteer to involve the launched activities.

Several authors [9-11] use regression analysis with dummy variables to identify the asymmetric impact of attribute performance on overall satisfaction. In essence, one set of dummy variables is created and used to quantify excitement factors, and another set is created to quantify basic factors. This kind of analysis has become increasingly popular to extend the findings of PLS-SEM analyses. Hock, et al. [2] and Rigdon, et al. [12] present examples of IPMAs in PLS-SEM.

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Finally, the researchers and practitioners should draw their conclusion based on their findings coincides with their objective research. In subtopic of findings, the author specify the structural model using SmartPls according to our literature review. In this case, five variables namely
Motivation, Government, Benefit, Challenge and Barrier has been chosen to carry out for this research paper and at the same time the method has been extended to advanced structural equation modeling to equip the significant and contribution of this case study. For the first part, the researchers should apply the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) to examine the factor loadings, convergent and discriminant validity. All the requirement is need to achieve so that we can proceed for the next procedure to examine the significant for each endogenous and exogenous constructs.

Previously, the author had explain the purpose of extension of method namely Importance-Performance Matrix Analysis (IPMA). In particular, of this existing model can improve our analysis besides to avoid use the same things that has been tendious since a few decades. Of this paper intends to identify the importance and performance for each exogenous variables on endogenous variable could improve level of strength of our analysis. In the accordance of our findings, factor Benefits is selected as the most importance (relevance) and performance (significant) for the volunteer activities. Thus, we can see the prior of Benefits to provide the better meant to enhance the involvement of youth in volunteerism program. In perpendicular for factor Challenge which is less relevance since having the lower importance which indicate is not a prior for our analysis for the next research. However, the factor Challenges is better than Barrier when the performance (significant) is feasibled. Thus, Challenge still significant in this research and we might can use this factor for the most appropriate analysis that will be conducted. To be conclude that, IPMA is performed to extend our builds modeling of PLS-SEM that has been concurs every researchers and this kind analysis has been enjoyed popularly to provide the better understanding of our contribution of the research paper.
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